Series LTX

dehumidifying system for CD, DVD, Blu Ray and optical products

**Standard features:**

- perfect yield rates when producing optical mouldings
- drying resins down to less than 0.005% final humidity
- economical process with no cooling water required
- resin dust removal function included in machine loader
- closed loop conveying air circuit to moulding machines
LANCO-Dryer
Series LTX

The LANCO LTX modular dryers are the right choice for CD molders that wish to have the highest performance and perfect yields. Our newly designed cabinet fits on only 1/2 m² floor space, but still contains all of the components you need to feed up to four molding machines with dry PC at less than 0.005% final humidity. Guaranteed!

The drying process is perfectly controlled by microprocessors. This control has been proven in more than 1000 dryers operating worldwide 24 hours a day.

LANCO is one of the pioneers serving the CD industry since 1986. Take advantage of the know how and experience we have developed over the years. Solutions for CD-Audio and -ROM, CD-R and CD-MO can be configured, as well as dryers for DVD and the recordable versions of this new optical disc formats.

Quality comes first
LANCO accepts no compromise when choosing the best materials and controls for its dryers and material handling systems. There is no simple gimmick that makes our systems work so well. It is our dedicated effort to improve both our product and our service to our customers. You can count on LANCO quality for many years of production.

Make LANCO LTX dryers work for your business. You will never find a better, more reliable solution.
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